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Solife Suite 7

Welcome to this new issue of Vermeg’s Solife quarterly newsletter. We aim to keep you informed on what
Vermeg is achieving and envisioning.

Enhancements

Solife is changing its skin, as its screens are undergoing significant change. A Swing screen
replacement project is in place to freshen Solife’s look and feel. Additionally, new user digital
journeys are in development to better improve customer experience and streamline processes.

New Eligibility Module

The Eligibility module is a standard component
that determines if a concept is eligible for a
service, based on configurable business rules
and a set of data. The main functionalities of
this component are:

 The possibility to configure a set of
concepts and services on which the
eligibility will be determined

 The possibility to configure a set of
parameters of the concepts already defined

 The possibility to configure a set of business
rules that will be executed by a rule engine
to determine eligibility

 Interfaces connected with external systems
to load data inside the module and execute
the rules engine

New Non-Life Digital Journey

VERMEG’s digital journeys alleviate day-to-
day constraints and provide an end-to-end
and seamless way to get things done. A new
non-life insurance subscription process for
brokers is now available. It provides data
simulation, eligibility criteria validation,
proposal documents generation, and several
dashboards.
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If you’d like to have more information 
on Solife, please write to 
communication@vermeg.com

Upcoming

Solife’s upcoming release is scheduled for 15
September 2020.

Trends: Constant Innovation

It is now becoming clear that more and more
companies want to avoid disrupting their
legacy systems. They prefer to innovate by
opting for a component-based IT landscape
evolution, where digital transformation and
innovation are delivered gradually, smartly,
and securely.

This approach enables the insurer to capitalize
on the legacy systems business value by
digitizing without having to do a full system
replacement. VERMEG contributes and favors
this approach by providing a full catalog of
business and technical components relevant
to the bank and insurance sectors.

Employee Benefits

The existing Employee Benefits module has
gone through a technical upgrade:

 Its core was upgraded to Palmyra 12.6.3,

 It is now REST API-based,

 It has a new theme.

Palmyra is VERMEG’s home-grown digital
transformation platform. In addition to being used
by many high-profile clients, It is also used by
VERMEG as a development toolkit to maintain
and develop its other products (Megara, Solife,
Soliam, Colline, etc.). For more information, please
visit https://www.vermeg.com/digital-financial-
services.html


